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For mtrch of the last quarter centurlr, most beginning Anerican students in

linguistics have been initiated into the recent history of their discipline by a
drarnatie, even compelling, narrative relating how structuralism, as a viable research
prograrn, was

rapidly eclipsed in about 1965 by the 'revolution' -- in the classically

Kutnrian sense

-- of generative

American structuralism was

any readirg

grarffle;r (and

its

rnany

offshoots). Never nind that

not a unified program of methods, goals or approaches, as

of the works of its two for:rrders, Leonard Bloomfield

will attest.l

arrd Edward Sapir,

But the message of this disciplinary history is that, through trenctr,ant

criticism of alleged1y outded netascientific presuppositions

and attachrnents

older generation, a new 'paradign' of linguistic research was established by a

of the
srnAll

but brilliant group of younger linguists which promised to bring together the

militantly anti-behaviorist outlook of an incipient 'cogrritive'

psychology

with

an

impressive arcay of results arrd technigues fron the recent rretanathernetical study of
forrnal languages. The confluence of these two currents, it was affi:med, would for

the first tirne

make

possible a truly scientific study of the natlrre of langr:age ard

mind, a prornise which quite naturally attracted the attention of the philosophers ard

indeed, the wider intellectr:al comunity as a whole. Ard over the years, while

rnuch

of

the outside interest in the new linguistics has waned, disnayed by * ever-increasing

1 On thu different traditions sterming from Bloomfield and Sapir, see De11
arrd Jotnr Fought, American Structuralism, The Hague, Mouton, 1975.

Ftymes

proliferation of alternative perspectives, arcane notations and an apparent lack of
progress in narrow-ing the gap between striking claim and substanti-ve result, the

'mentalist' conception of linguistics

tr,as

largely remainded intact, if orLly for

want

of a better alternative. In this respect, the legitirnating fturction of disciplinary
history is demonstrated: there has been no (or very little)
In speaking torright about the linguistic theory of
canvassing

looking back.

ZeITLg Harris

I will

be

for a cardidate alternative. Harris' work is an outgrowth of structural

linguistics, or rather the combinatorial (distributional)

method he pioneered. His

views trave culminated in the last ten or so years in a corrprehensive account of the

nature of tanguage that is both rem:rkable in its detail and beautiful in the

simplicity and power of its conceptual structure.2 In its barest essence, Harris'work
has made possible a detailed rnathematical consideraLion

of

language as a

self-

organizing system ttlat expresses ard carries irrfonnation.3

2 S". the papers L2-L6 (on Operator Gr.amm:r) in Papers on Syntax, Dordrecht, D.
Reidel , 1981 ; A Gra-mar of English on Mathernatical Principles, New York, I^IileyInterscience, L982 (hereinafter, @U); l^anguage ard Information (Baupton lectures in
Arnerica at Colurnbia llrriversity, 1986), New York, Colurnbia University Press, 1988
(hereinafter, LI); The Form of Information in Science: Analysis of an Lmunology
Sublar€r:age, co-authored with M. Gottfried, T. Rycloan, P. Mattick, JI ., A. Daladier,
T.N. arrd S. Harris ard with a Freface by H. Putnam, Boston arxi Dordrecht, I0uwer
Acaderaic Press, L989 (Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, v. 104)
(hereinafter, FIS); ard the synthetic presentation, A Theor:y of Language and
Inforroation: A Mathenatical Approach, Oxford, dlarendon Press, L991 (hereinafter, TLI).
3 Ttr. rnathenatical treatnent of language arises from a fi.urdamental relation of
'dependence on deperdence' wtr-ich partitions the set of words (rather word occurrences
in utterances) into dependence (argttoent reguireraent) classes of operators and their
argusents. Operator words trave a direct analory to sentenee-forming fi:nctors in the
categorial graruIrars of Iesniewski and Ajdukiewicz in that the satisfaction of any
operator word's argurent reguirement yields a sentence (thus some words are orrly
arguments, i.e., bave rnr1l argr:rent requirement). Two other primary constraints are
defined in terms of the dependence on dependence requirement: 1) gross inegualities of
likelihood obtaining between an operator word and the words of its argurnent class, and
2) reduction in the phonemic shape (perhaps to zero phonemic str,ape) of words which
have a very high likelihood of occurring in a particular operator-argurnent environment
(are 'expectable' in ttrat environment).
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1. I want to begin by examining what I understand to be the guiding motivation for
llarris' approach in linguistic theory. I do this in part because this motilation has
been frequently misr:r:rderstood, hence overlooked.,

in part

because

of the intrinsic

interest for philosophy of science of the intirnate interconnection between his theory
and methodolory. The

entry point for this discussion is his assessment that there is

no standpoint outside the data of langtrage fron which to advance theoretical inguiry.

This is not to say ttr,at the study of language carrnot or should not be conducted across
rnany and

varied dimensions: social, psychological, historical, anthropological,

acoustic, physiological, forrnal, semantic, political anor€
fundaroental issue concerns the problem
langr:age given ttr,at

of

language and

Luntaned

others. Rather, the

of investigating the structure of natural

there is no external metalangr:age in which to define the

to charactetize their possible combinations. Of course,

elements

we lcrow pre-

theoretically that such structures exist since not a1l combinations of linguistic
elements are possible sentences or utterances

in a given langr:age; noreover, people

can use ard r:nderstard 'new' sentences and discotrrses

prewious experience.

Afil in speaking of an 'external'

of which they have
metalanguage, the

had no.

intent is to

indicate any set of sentences, expressions, or guasi-linguistic apparatus which is
taken as primitive, hence not in turn reguirirg explanation in the backgrousd
vernacular of natural larguage. One does not tlave to be too well-versed in recent

lingui-stics or philosophy of larguage to find

exaraples rvirich

violate this prohibition:

levels of "logical form", Montague's higher-order intensional logic arxi possible-world
semantics, "langr:age of thought" hlzpotheses, and so on. Obwiously, were such a system
adopted, the linguist's job would be easier only if one saw no obligation to carry out

linguistic analysis at the meta-level.

On

the other hand, if one accepts this

challenge, one is off ard. rwming into a regress of metalanguages. For Flarris the

threat of regress levies an obvious injunction against pseudo-explanation; moreover,

4

it leads to a demand for an appropriate

methodologlr which nowhere

--

even

implicitly

-

- appeals to an external standpoint. Although diu appreciation of this peculiar
methodologicaJ-

situation facing the linguist

was something

of an article of faith in

prewious structuralism, I believe that Harris alone tr,as placed. the proscription of an

external standpoint at the center of the devlopment of a proper linguistic
methodology.4
The methodological

sitr:ation facing the grarnmrian resembles, therefore,

what

H.M. Sheffer once referred to, in a different, hrt related context, as a "logocentric
predicament". LTnder full realization of the dimensions and ramifications of this
"predicament", Harris pioneered the develop,ment of distributional, or, since this term

led to misurrderstardings and further misperceptions, 'combirratorial' (combinational)
linguistics: the task of forruulating the constraints
linguistic elements ttlat can occur. lJhat Harris

saw

upon those combinations of

before anyone else is that such a

characterization of larguage structure in tenns of redr:rrdancies of combinations of
elements, shows -- given the conceptual corrrection of redurdancy ald inforrnatio# --

that the intrinsic effect of these constraints is to create information.
point, however, is merely to call attention to Flarris'

assessment

I"fy present

of the peculiar

situation facing theoretical linguistics in view of the perceived nature of the object

it studies, and secortd, to urrderscore his conclusion ttr,at it is necessary to devise
appropriate nethods that nowhere deperd upon an external standpoint.
For the morrent the concern is 'logocentricity' and the predicament thereupon
4 Anecdotally: Once in conversation, when f referred to
him as a ,linguist,,
llarris demurred, disclaining any title as linguist, and said he preferred to think of
hinself as a "methodologist".

r For example, a random set (where nothing is predictable), or a perfect
crysta1
(where everybtdng is predictable), i-ntrinsically carry no irrforrnation. On the
conceptual connection between redr:rrdarrcy and strucrure, see H.A. Sirnon, The Sciences
of the Artificial, 2rrd edition, Cambridge, MA, MfT press , Lgg4.
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facirg the linguist.
can return

I4rLtat

is the force of this perception? By way of illustration,

to the context in wtdch Sheffer's

we

rernark was made, which concerned rather

the plight of the logician: In a review of volume I of the second edition of Principia
l{attrenatica in L926. Sheffer wrote:

...the attempt to forruulate the fourrdations of logic
is rendered arduous by a ..."1ogocentric"

predicarnent.

In order to give an account of 1ogic, tre m'ct

PresupPose

ard euploy logic.6
As Thornas Ricketts and lrlarren Goldfarb lrave recently reminded us,7 Sheffer

expressing a view of logic as constitutive of

axr5r

is

here

rational thought whatsoever; ttrr:s

there is no vantage point outside of logic from vrhich to isolate arrd elucidate, let
alone to critique, those basic notions that enter into the formr:lation of logic. This

is, of course, the conception of logic of the logicism of Frege, and in

somewtrat

different fashion of Russell and the Wittgenstein of the Tractatus. Ttris view of logic
is of course no longer the nodern one and just a few years after l{ittgenstein

trad

cryprically renarked ttnt 'illogical thought" was a kird of corrtradictio in adjecto
ard that logical forn could only be 'shown', and that what can be 'shown' carnot

,said',8

such a coneeption was completely trrrdermined by the well-known

be

limitative

results of Godel ard Tarski, the consequent distinctions between truth and proof, of
object language ard metalanguage, and the controversy with intuitionism over the

interpretation arrd meanirg of even the logical constants. But at the time, the force
6 "R"oi.r of Principia Mathernatica, Volume f , secord edition",

.Ls.is

g,

(L926),

226-3L, 228.

7 Tho*^" G. Ricketts, "Frege, the Tractatus, and the Logocentric Predicament,"
Nofrs 19 (1985), 3-15; Warren Goldfarb, "Logic in the Twenties: the Nature of the
44 (L979), 351-68.
Q-rantifier, " @,

of

8 Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, 5.473L ard 4.12L2; cf. 6.L23: "C1ear1y the laws
logic cannot in their turnbe subject to laws of logic."

o

of the 'absolutist' conception of logic

was directed against a rryrriad m:mber of

attempts to show ttlat the laws arrd concepts of logic itself were rooted in

psychological operations of the

hr:rnan

mind, that the lar,rs of thought were indeed the

laws ttr,at empirical psychological investigation -- in those days, that meant by

introspection -- might eventr.rally discover about the operations of the mind.

The

logicist perception of a "logocentric predicament" has therefore an antipsychological
or antimentalistic pedigree. Logic is not reducible to psychology.

ThanJ<s

to Frege's

conception of a completely fonna-l ('gapless') proof procedure for rnathenatics which
transformed

logic (at least after Russell

Iogic never recovered and logic
How

does

became

and ldhitehead's work), psychologicism

in

fu1ly syrnbolic and 'mathernatical, .

this episode bear on linguistics? It will be pointed out that there is

at least an initial disanalogy which points to a crucial methodological difference
between

logic and gra-unar: the former but not the latter can presuppose the

of langr:age (as Frege, Rtrssell, ard Wittgenstein
fundamental

Sti1l,

distinction

one might

concomitant

between

resources

each observed). So there rennins a

the 'art of reasoning' ard the ,arL of

speaking'-.g

well conclude that perceptions of 'logocentricity' are simply the

of a militant anti-psychologisn. In the case of stnrctural linguistics,

one can certain-ly read (pa.rts

of) Ieonard Bloomfield in this

way (whose anti-mentalism

is coupledwith, at times, an extreme behaviorisra). Yet quite apart frorn the
philosophical battle the logicists waged against psychologism, for American stmctural

lirguistics there

was another, ard

quite different,

avenue which

led to a similar

9 fn coments during the ensuing discussion of this papef, Frofessor Burton
Dreben pointed out another disanalory: for the logicists the very concept of an
external stardpoint was impossible -- they lacked even the notion that logic had a
grammar (here the contrast between the early and the later Wittgenstein is drauratic).
Dreben suggested another analogy to Harris' protr-ibition of an external netalanguage in
the central tendency of modern geornetrj, stemning from Gauss' investigations, of
investigating intrinsic properties of figures and surfaces without reference to an
ernbedding space.
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of being placed in a "logocentric predicament',. This arose within the
Boas/Sapir tradition of anthropological linguistics and, in particular, from the study
of Amerindian languages. Here, the concern rdas, as Boas warned repeatedly, not to
assessment

prejudge or anticipate the description of these widely differing languages by forcing

their description into a Procrustean Bed of grarrnatical categories or paradigms
{a'
inl:rerited tr+q the roost Part from the ancj-ent Greek and Latin grarmarians. Historians
of ideas

have noted a legacy

of Wilhelm von Hr:rnboldt's conception of the ,genius, or

character of languages in the 'pa.rticularistic' approach to the str:dy of larguage of

the Boas school, ard it is of cotrrse this conception which issues, in the tr,ands of

in the strong thesis of linguistic relativity. !g concern here is not with
the claim of linguistic relativity (which certainly overreaches any evidence in its

B.L.

I^/horf,

favor;l0 but rather to call attention to the central figure of Sapir both in this
tradition and as influence on lla.rris, and to the force of his view that
Iarguage is prirnarily a cultural or social product and
must be understood as such. rr

In 1951, in a 45 page rerriew of the publication of a selection of Sapir," p"p.r",12
llarris pointed out that, for Sapir, the major fact about langtrage was the existence of
patterns -- most iuporEantly, sourd pattern -- arrd that these could be understood. as
conventionally fixed aspects of cultural behavior in wi:ich the individual participated

but *hich were, in an i-uportant respect,
on larrguage
1o

autonomous

"drift' are a well-lsrown exauple.)

ct. TLr,

of the individual. (Sapir writings

To be sure, Sapir saw patterning

in all

p.387.

11 "1'6" Status of Lirguistics as a Science" (Ig2g),
reprinted in D. Mandelbaurn
(ed), Selected Writings of Edward Sapir in Language. Culture and personality, op. cit.
(note L2), L66.
12 "Sapir's Selected Writings", Review of
Selected l,fritings of Edward Sapir in
Iangr:age. Culture ard Personality, (Edited by David G. Mandelbar:rn), Ilniversity of
Cal-ifornia Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, L949, in Lang:uage 27, No.3 (1951), ZgB-333.
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aspects of cuJ-ture and of individual participation in culture. But as Harris noted,

the frlndamental fact here was the discovery of the existence of such patterning; it
was

left to a later generation to establish

more

precisely the kinds of stmcture

present and their relations to one another. The starting point, established by Sapir
(and less clearly by Saussure) was the principle

signifieance of the

phoneme

principle lies in a distinction between imitation

repetition. As sor-rnd spectography already
un-like1y that arry two utterances
each language has a

of the phoneme. The fundamental

showed

and

in the early post-war years, it is

of the same sor:nd are ever physically identical, yet

relatively snrall rnunber of functionally distinct

sounds (perlnps

two dozen or a few more) from which all utterances of the language are formed.
phoneme,

of course, is an eguivalence class of physical

perhaps widely

accounted
member

sounds, whose members are

differing in physical contours, yet any two members of which

'the sa.ue'

sor:rrd anong speakers

A

of a language; i . e . ,

is ftrrctionally a repetition of any of the others.

are

arry occurrence

The methodological

of

one

iuport of

Sapir's social arrd cultural conception of language can be located precisely here, in

tris

euptr,asis on

the expressly socie.l ctraracter of the deterrtination of wbat counts as

a repetition anong sotrrrds. This point is of surpa.ssing importance for Fl,arris'

own

inrrovative development of methods for investigatirrg word cornbinations. For these can
be seen as successively formtrlating broader and broader eguivalenee classes, elements

of which, by virtue of their

comaon

enviroilrcnts of occurrence, are regarded as

'saying the sarne'. In effect, the method of phonemic analysis has been generalized
extended up through studies

of languages in restricted

sernantic domains

(e.9.,

and

science

sublanguages) where word classes and subclasses, sentence types and even sentence
secluence t)rpes

are the eguivalence classes of interest.l3 narris has here been turigue

in conbining the fonnal
1a
t'

See

$S,

passim.

approach

of Bloomfield with Sapir's intuitive

arrd perceptive

\\^e

seeing no

\\^r\ " UL'

linkage of language and culture, and in actually

of the isex#e

r:nderstanding

corrflict

between the

explicit item-ard-arrangement nethod of Bloornfield

and

Sapir's seemingly teleological 'process' forrn:.lations. The larger point, however, is
the

emergence

of a method for investigation of langirage structrrre which sees this

stmcLure as a social and cultural product both conditioning and conditioned by the
ag1regate

of

langr:age users

at a given time. As I wilt urge in a moment, this is

a

conception at considerable variance from the traditional view held in philosophy of
language (from Descartes
means

to

Frege ard beyond) which regards language

prirnarily as

a

for the expression of thought. And it irrdicates another route from the

"logocentric predicanent" which stands indeperdent of any particular anti-mentalist

platform, such as Bloomfield's or Quine's, whatever the merits or demerits (and there
are both) of such a critigue. It is in this context then that we should view Harris'

proscription of an exEernal

2.

Thus

far the rrctivation.

metalangtrage.

We

have now

to take account of Harris' insight that.

pattern itself is accotmtable as a hierarchical structure of constraints
combinations

of elements,

whose combined

effect is accretive ard tbat

upon

langrlage

strLrcture, as a result, carries or expresses information. fn this, Harris linics up

with another current in structuralisn in vievring language as having a code-like

shall first

to briefly consider the widespread

metaphoric

character.

We

employment

in theoretical linguistics of terms from cormunication engineering, in

need

particular, of 'code' ard 'message' (and in particular that a 'code' carries the
infornation or meaning of a 'message'); subsequently to see howllarris' conception is

at variance with rnuch of this
L4

usage.14

Jakobson, "Results of a Joint Conference of Anttrropologists and
Linguists (L952)," reprinted inhis Selected Writings (Ttre Flague, Mouton),2, L97L,
554-67, 559; "Linguistics and Cormr:nication Theory," @

n.g.,

Roman
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As is generally 1crown,15 S".r"",rre had already introduced the tern 'code' into

structural linguistics by initially
combinations

of

sound

designating langue as the code utilized in the

uttered in order to express the persorral thought of the speaker.

(CIC,31). In so doing, it is plausibly rnaintained that he was revirrirg, in rather
explicit form, a traditional (and simplistic) psychological'theory'of the relation
between thought and languagu.L6 However, there seem

rationales unrderlying his choice of this term.

On

to be two conceptually separate

the one hand, as is evident from the

notorious 'circuit dlagtam' of speaker and auditor (CLG, 27-8), Saussure does
have naively assurned,
on

seem

to

at least for purposes of illustration, a traditional perspective

linguistic neaning and corrnunication, the so-called "translation theory of

understandirrg".lT

On

the other, the structuralist concept of the

discrete, combinatorially treatable, unit of

entity wholly "contrastive, relative
analogy

little
and

sourrd

rnore

as

a

(in Saussure's fanous ptrase,

and negative" (CIC,164)),

to telegraphic codes. It is worth pursuing

phoneme

each

an

naturally suggested

of these rationales in

an

a

detail, for, as we hope to indicate, they are associated w.ith different

conflictirg vievrs of the nature of

language and the character

of

largtrage

structure.
Applied }4athernatics, vol . XfI, Providence, R.I.,American Mathernatical Society, L96I

,

24s-252.

15 For exauple, Georges Mor.urin, "La Notion de Code en Linguistique," in
Lingr:-istigue conteruporaires. Horrnage A Eric Buyssens. Brr-xelles, Editions de
L'Institut de Sociologie, Iiniversite Libre de Brtrxelles, 1970, 141-9, L41- .

L6

One need only recal1 Bloomfield's ascerbic corment in an otherwise positive
review (1923) of the second edition of the CIG (in C. Hockett (ed.) A Leonard
Bloonfield Anthology, Bloomirgton, Irdiana llniversity Press, L970, 106-8, p. 107):
"Now de Satrssure seems to have tr,ad no psychology at all beyond the crudest popular
notions. , , ".

17 c.U.n. Parkinson, "The Translation Theory of llnderstan:ding," in G. Vesey
(ed.), Comr:rrication arrd llnderstanding, Royal Institute of Philosophy Lectures, vol .
LO, L975-6, London, L-L9; and Roy Harris, Reading Saussure, Lordon, Duckruorth, 1987,
204-L8.
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The terminology

of 'coding' and 'decoding' is but a relatively recent

manifestation of an antiquated but powerful metaphor that sti1l terrds to dominate
thinJ<ing about

linguistic comnunication

of language structure. This is the
or, in

more CU

physical

courant versions,

mediurn

irnage

some

of language (either

and

much

4 fortiori about the ctraracter and nature

of a process of translation between 'ideas'

form of 'mental representation' and the external

speech

or writing).

On

this

'mode1'

, corm-rtication

occurs when a 'message' or 'belief' existing in sorue (propositional?) form of

representation in the mind of one person ('the speaker') is 'coded' into a physical

(acoustic, orthographic) form which is the

('the hearer')
the

message

meditrm

for transmission to another person

who then performs (ustrally unconsciously,

of

cor,rrse)

into a constituent set of ideas or mentally represented

a 'decoding' of
rneanings.

Accordingly, understanding between speaker and hearer occurs just in case the idea or
mental representation elicited in the mind of the hearer is the sane as, or

sufficiently similar to, ttet originally in
The roots

Lhe ruind

of ttr-is "conduit rnetaphor" of cornmunicatioJ9

antiguity, to the Stoics ard even earlier, but it
doctrine of ideas

coruron

can be traced back.to

was John Locke (building upon a

also to, e.8., the Port-Royal l,ogic)

canonical forruulation in Bk. iii
Ecumentical

of the speaker.l8

in its appeal, it

of his

who gave

Essalz concerning lh:rnan

was adopted

rarionalist traditions from epistemolory

or tacitly

assumed

arrd philosophy

of

it nearly

l-ffierstanding (1690).

in both empiricist

and

language through philosophy

of psycholory. More recently, this doctrine, in its various

and

insignificantly

different forms, the family of views which for obvious reasons can be termed
18 t.g. P. Denes and E. Pinson, The Speech Chain: The Physics arrd Biolory of
Spoken Langr:age, Bel1 Telephone Laboratories, 1963, 6; J.A. Fodor, T. Bever, and M.
Garrett, The Psycholog,v of Laneuage, NY, McGraw-Hill , L974, 1.3-1.t+.
19 For the term, see the paper of Michael Reddy
Thought, New York, Ca-mbridge lJnwiersity Press , L979

in A. Orotony

(ed.

),

Metaphor and

'mentalism', tras enjoyed a resurgence in linguistics and philosophy in part due to the
stiraulus of comqunication engineering and computer analogies, in part due to the
widely visible postLrre of an overtly mentalist linguistics.
On

the other hand, and guite independently of the mentalist coding,zdecoding or

translational 'model' of linguistic urrderstanding, the supposition that the

elements

of langue were so1e1y discrete, contrastive, and only relationally individuated
entities, Ied

Saussr-re

to repeatedly

make

the comparison of the system of language to

telegraphic codes, such as Morse (CIC,36), to the

garne

of chess (43,I25,L49), and to

an algebra (168). Later structuralism, particularly in America, placed considerable
errpbasis on the "telegraph-code structure
cownitment Lo urrderlying

of

langrrage" without any accorrpanying

'ideas' or mental processes of translation, indeed, while

being antipathetic to talk of such processes. To sone theoretically-mirrded structural

linguists, the code analogy

seemed

langrrage structure as comprised,
(,,mo1ecu1es") from,

especially suited to the characterization of

of various levels of hierarchical constnrctions

ultimately, a few dozen phonemes ("atoms").20 But beyord this,

Harris pointed out tbal in the discernible code-like properties of language strLrcture
1ay the grourds
elements

of an explanatory account of its character. Observing ttnt the

of language are discrete, arbLttary,

linguistic comrrrier,2L

uvd., as well

arrd

preset by convention within

a

, noting ttr,at such structural features are

required for transmissibility without error conrpounding, Harris drew the conclusion
20 r.g., Martin Joos, "Description of Language Design," Journal of the Acoustical
SocietJr of America, 22 (L950), 701-8. p.705:"(Linguists) say, in effect, that the
design of any larguage is essentially telegraphic -- that the langrrage has the
structlrre of a telegraphic code, using molecular signals rnade up of invariant atoms,
and differing, e.g., from the Morse code principafly in two ways: the codes called
,larguages' have numerous layers of coruplexity instead of orrly two, and in each Layet
there are severe lirnitations upon the combinations perreitted. "

Thi", Harris stresses, is what nakes the hearer's rendition of an utterance
repetition (not an initation) of the speaker.
21
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ttr,at language structure is thereby also explicable as an instrunent for transmission

(not only cormnrrrication) of irrforrnation.22
From

analogous

this secord perspective, then, one can at most say ttr,at langr:age is
to a code, not that

langr:age

is a code. For a

code

is a 1-1 rmpping between

alreadywell-formed expressions (the 'message') and the elements of the chosen cipher.
Thus the grarunatical structure

of the message is presuppos.d.23 But this

assr:rnption,

eguivalent to that of a metalanguage external to the langr:age urder analysis, is

precisely one ttrat should not be
how larrguage 'caTTLes'

made

in linguistics.24 For in attempting to specify

inforrnation, a linguist writing a grarunr does noL have the

resources to reduce langtlage to a prior 'message' inscribed in some 'internal'
language or urdversal sernantics

or logical forrnalism.

Such

a reduction can only (if at

) be carried out by employing wtr,at is, from the point of view of grarmar,. an
exrernal rnetalanguage. But (as we urged above) this is an j-llicitly priwileJged
af1

starrdpoint ttr,at masks the methodological importance of the sociaL character of
language: linguitic classification supervenes upon the str,ared betr,aviors of a speech

coffnrrlity. Moreover, an external metalanguage is an idle posit thal -- being
explanatorily circular -- fa1ls outside the dormin of accountability of gt"r*n t.25

I tlave tried to establish ttlat there are rwo distinct strands or affliations for
22 Mathematical Structtrres of Ianguage (hereinafter, MSL), New York, WileyInterscience, 1968,6-8; more elaborately discussed in LI, 87-113, and in !!!,

4tt

especially chapter ll.
23

thi" is also clearly pointed to by F. Frangois, "L€ langage," Encyclop6die
1a Pleiade, Paris, 1968, p. 11.

de

24 MSL,11; LI,113;"on a Iheory of language," Journal of, Philosophy, IJoilII
(1976),253-76, 273; partially reprinted in ES,, 377'9I, at p. 389.
25 thi" point is strikingly made in a different context in M:ictrael Friedrnan's
,'Theoretical Explarration" in R. Healy (ed), Reduction. Time arrd Re+1ity: Studies in
the Philosophy of the Natural Sciences, New York arrd London, Carnbridge iJniversity
Press, 1-16, L4-L6.

T4

the prevalence of 'code' metaphors in recent linguistics. Certairrly under the
influence of the terminolory of cormnrn-ication theory,

some prominent

structural

linguists, particularly in Europe (but including Jakobson in the USA), collapsed this
distinction, speaking indifferently of the coding of thought in

langtrage ard

of the

code-structure of langtrage .26 In several attempts to extend concepts from
corrnunication theory to phonemic analysis, the fact that no applicable non-statistical
concept of information' is developed in this theory has often been ignored or
a1

downplayed.z/ Harris has proceeded in quite another direction. In lieu of
one

or another notion of information and attempting to

form of sentences into such a framework ,28 Harris has

restrictions on combirrations of linguistic elerrents
one

rnap

assurning

the structtrral or "logicnl

shown

tr,ave an

ttr,at the (hierarchy of)

accretive effect which is

of creating irrforrnation; taken as an agf:regate, they comprise

wtr,at can be

said to

be the informational structure of the sentence, discourse, or sublanguage so

characterized. In so doing, Harris has shown tbat he is not only a theorist of
language h.rt also one

of information

of language structllre,

with the prohibition of

J.

The informational character

ALL

external rnetalanguage, leads at once to the methodological reguirement of wtlat

coupled

26 Fot example, E. Benveniste (1963), "Coup d'oei1 sur 1e developpement de 1a
lirrguistique," in
, Paris, Galliuard, L966, 30-l:
guelgue
clart6 sur la rnanidre dont
de
f
information
th6ories
des
peut
esp6rer
"...on
Ia perrsee est cod6e dans le langage." ard 23: "La langUe 6tant organis6e
syst6rnatiguement et fonctionnant selon 1es rdgles d'un code..-".
27

l. t"l^ttinet, Elements of General Linguistics, Chicago, university of

Press, L964, L72 ff ., arrd B. Malmberg, Structural Linguistic,s and
2nd rerrised edition, Berlinfl, Springer Verlag, L967, ehapter 3.
. i'i '')

i't'^ ru!'

\-it

/'
'o U., p:3+&l

Chicago

Fft.rnan Connnrnication,

"We cannot in general irrpose our own categories of infornation
upon language...I{e carnot determine in an a priori way the 'logical form' of all
sentences...!'Ie certairLly carnot rnap thern in any regular ard non-subjeetive way into
any inforrnatiorral framework independently and arbitrarily chosen by us."

"
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Flarris has termed a "least grarnrnar". In this, we again see how theoryandmethod are
inseparably conrlected. Given the association between redurrdarrcy and structure, it is

obviously essential that the graffnatical statement of each restriction be maxirnally

efficient in the fol1ow'ing sense: it
combination

must not

contribrte to the redr:rrdancies of

of elements it seeks to describe. For grarnmatical inefficiency gives

descriptive standing to

wlr,at

is orrly an artefact of method. Of relevance here is ttlat

the notion of redundancy, in this sense, can provide a

infornation in language.

Somewtr,at

means

for disLinguishing

like the situation in the theory of comErtational

)q
where the irrforrnation of a string of digits in binary notation
coruplexity,"

rnay be

defined as a particular function of the length of the shortest @gran (a1so a string

of digits) ttr,at computes it, the information of a language, set of discourses, or
sublargr.rage,

is expressed by the minirnal granflEr ttnt completely characterizes it in

terms of its recurrent elements ard their modes of conbination. Ard since there is no

external metalanguage from vrhich to derive these elements and their permitted
combirrations, the elements must be set up purely combinatorially.
The staternent

of distributional relations is a presentation of linguistic

observations, data displayed in a certa in organization, e.g., a tahrlar arrangement.
Misqlderstood and inappropriately criticized at the tine ard subsequently, as both
',merely taxonomic" (as
arrd as "hocus-pocus

if an adeqr:ate classification of observations is unimportant)

linguistics" (as if increasingly general: t.".,

rnathernatical

fonnrlation is not w|dely desirable in science), nere statements of distritmtion

,

were

never interrded as "the goal" of linguistic theory; indeed, Harris' early and most

detailed presentation of distributional methods concludes in a proposal that a

29

et developed by Martin-lof,

Kolmogorov,

dhaitin,

and others.

Eraw,re.]r
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be presented as an axiornatic theory.30 Pr".i".ly what an axionrntic foruulation of a
grawnar had

to account for ("exp1ain")

each element,
upon the

was the observed range

j-ts 'distribution' in the language.

of co-occurrences of

The second reguirement

is

incr:mbent

first. Since language structure (whether the recursively specified structure

of the well-formed sentences of the language or the structures of discourse ard
sublangtrage)

is a structure of restrictions

on word combinations,

it is imperative

ttlat the gratrlatical characterization of this structure not contrihrte to the
redundancies

of combination, the bearers of irrfornation in the language, to

be

described.3l Ihi" is not just the general methodological virtue of econony of means. A
"1east graflmar't is not a nicety, it is a necessity. Every restriction on combinations

registered by the graruBar m-rst corresporrd or correlate with a difference in
inforrnation, a distinction recognized and intersubjectively attestable by speakers of
the larrgnage. Through a process ttrat Harris has termed "regsIarization",32 ttr" task of
characterizing a language (or

some

restricted use of langrrage in sublanguage or

discourse) is that of replacing elements r,v-ith nany apparent restrictions on their
combinability with less restricted elements that 'say the sare'. Already in his first
book

of

1951

this

rnethodology

to contimrally seek more

is rnanifest in the atterpt, through successive chapters,

and more general

classifications of linguistic element".33

Subseguently, gramatsical transformations are developed as a
morphophonemics", nore powerful

kird of "exterded

regularizirg methods that enable even the derivation

30 (Methods in) Structural Lir€uistics (hereirrafter,sl), Chicago, Ilniversiry of
Chicago Press, 1951 (marmscript completed in 194{), 372-3.

3l

GEM,10-11 : "the grarmatical description [rmrst be kept] as trnredurrdant as
possible so that the essential redurdancy of language, as an inforrnation-bearing
system (. . . ) not be masked by further. redundancy in the description itself"; see also
MSL, p.L2, fn 16.

32 MSL, chapter 6.
33 SL, especially chapters 7 ttrrough 19.

SL
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of tense and affixes. Throughout Harris'work, elements fall into the same equivalence
class

on-1y

if the indiwidr:al

mernbers

stnre a formally characterizabLe

colmon

the hypothesis that each such fornrally stated

environment

of occurrence.

environment

is also recognizably distinct by speakers of the language,34 gt^ rutical

On

methodology acguires something

of an 'operationist' cast. But this is

because the

forrnal characterizatLon of inforrnation-bearing elements in langr:age regul-res empirical

justification through eorrelations with
elements are

ttlat

makes

'the sa$e'

and which

speech corrmrnity- recognized

repetition:

which

are 'different'. Non-repetition is then a difference

a difference: this is to encounter language prirnarily as "an item of

culture". Naturally, it is also because of the fi:ndamentally social character of
repetition that there can be no 'private language'.

4. I doubt that I

am

alone in rnarveling ttr,at in his new book,35 tlatti" addresses the

hoary philosophical guestion of holr larguage 'corrrects with the world', here in the

context of a Gedarrlsenexperiment concerning the development of syntax.

Characteristically, tiarris offers a sketch of a constructive

arrd developmental (one

might also say, historical-naterialist) answer th,at nowhere appeals, implicitly or

explicitly, to a deus ex machina. lJe have, first, a pre-s)mtactic use of 'words' with
prirnary referential neanirrg. Certain words (sor:nd combinations) rnay be thought to have
been said conseguent upon the saying

of others: e.g., run of &9, sleeps of boy and

,.t>
'..,i,"7,rut
dg.g, red ard pertr,aps sleeps of flower, but not sleeps of run, or boy of sleeps. An
t" \ , !t
-

need for efficiency of cotrrurlication, for miniraizing arnbiguiry,
.t
\'tf r:nderstandable
:"("*'"- conventionalizes ard irrstitutionalizes these differences in usage ard eventually they
( \\r-

'i5 ,
if'

g- Ho.oieswald, "Reyiew of Jotrn Lyons, Structural Semantics] Journal of
Linguistics, 1 (1965), L9L-6, L92, gives an explicit statement of this hlryothesis;
also Harris, "DisLritutional Structtrre,' (1954) reprinted in ES, 3-22, L3.

E L'-

34

35 TLr, ctr,apters 11 and 12.

see
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are'fTozen out' as categorial di-fferences. This is not to say that the concept of
predication must trave already been present. As Flarris notes rrrith reference to Piaget,
one does not need

to understand in order to do.36 nrt the predicational partial

ordering of words -- which creates sJmtax as a dependence on dependence relation
words

-- can plausibly be inragined to have ernerged from these initial

aflpng

dependences

of

partictrlar word on another; once ftozen as a difference in usage, this relation

one

aaong words can be

readily extrapolated to express more arrd more complex

sentences:

; ,,<

e.g., @tinue said of

5v'

-sw.ips,

sleeps, but not of contintlYt*O

"o

but not of boy; believe said of *4?U

U

on. But this is to say that the s)rntax-creating

partial orderirg constraint emerges from the reasonable conjectr,rre that certain
are initially

words

said 'about' certain saliencies -- i.e, objects and sitr.rations --in the

perceived world. If one can speak here, as does Harris,. of the "co-occurrence" of

certain properties arul objects in a
flower, large f!$,

connnonly perceived

world, e.g., red berry, red

ard so on, then one can urrderstandably see in the constraints on

word co-occurrences a

reflection

and recording

of this experience,

and no doubr'very

soon, even a substitute for it.37 The partial-ord.ering constraint is sufficiently

general to be readily extendible for expression of

m€my rnore

conplicated types of

predications beyond the sinple attrihrtion of salient properties to salient objects in

a corrrcnly perceived world; so much so, these

tn:rnble

origins are easily obscured in

the complexity of further emerging gramnatical relations (in particular, likelihood

inequalities of word co-occurrences, arrd in processes of ellipsis, that is, reduction

in

phoneuric shape).

36

Further, even the concept of information' about the world

roay

b

rt-t, 369.

37 Ct. Sapir, "I-arguage" (1933), as reprinted inhis Selectedlfi.itings (note 12),
p.11 : "It is important to realize ttnt langrrage nay not on-ly refer to experience or
even mo1d, interpret ard discover experience, but that it is also a substitute for

it.

"
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constructively accounted for as arising from the meaning of the sentence-forming
predicational constraint ttr,at itself is a conventionalization arrd institutionalization

of directly referential word r"..38
difficulties in attempting to

From

answer the gr:.estion

world' stem from the non-developnental

traditionally

posed and

this vantage point, the notorious

manner

of

how language 'hooks up

to the

in which the question has been

treated. But from ttr-is perspective it is orrly obrrious ttr,at

form ard content, syntax and semantics ur:st surely have developed hand in hand: in

Flarris'

new

formulation, "content follows upon form" and "form follows

upon

content" .39
So there

orLly

is, after all, a kernel of tnrth in picture theories of meaning, but

ttrat. This is not an endorsement of realism in philosophy of langtrage;

however,

in locating the origin of gramatical relations in an initial purely referential

and

non-s)rntactical 'wordt usage, an attenrated realism enters, as it were, through the
'1

1

Uacklaoor.40 Ianguage does not, and cannot mirror reality; at best, it reflects

arrd

records a salient order in the perceived world: this perh,aps was its original rnission
arrd, not srrrprisingly, this remains its primary fi:rrction in research reports of an
experimental science, as can be dernonstrated in the information structures of the
language

of these reporEs. Harris' hypothesis is that additional structures of

langrrage energe as

firrther conventionalizations of

usage from

this original,

and

primitive, referential firnction, producing constraints that orrly indirectly, or
distantly, or not at all carry referential

rneaning.

l{ithin the additional latitudes of

expression provided by new syntactical constructions are opened uP new possibilities

for purely syrnbolic or abstract vocabulary. Not incidently,. these firrther structures
38 cf .TLI, p.354.
39 TLr, p.354.
40

H"tri"

used

this

metaphor

in

a conversation

in

1986.

j
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provide as well the rdrerewithal both for the development of abstract ttr-inking, and for

the fonnation of "nonsense" (as opposed to ungra$matical) sentences. Ttr-is is
plausible accounting of language as a self-organizLng system developing in

a

tandem

with

the complexity of thought.

In conclusion, I wish to briefly consider the bearing of Harris' informatiornl
interpretation of langrrage structure on the topic of explanation in linguistics. In
recent years, there has been much discussion of the necessity for linguistics, as

a

science, to proffer explanatory theories as opposed to 'rnere' descriptions of

linguistic data or beharrior. fnfluenced by prevalent realist currents in the
philosophy of science, those engaged in a quest for an'explanatory' linguistics have
urged that the discernible regularities and patterns in linguistic data can only
accourrted adeguately explained,

be

in the last analysis, by reference to trrderlying

psychological arrd biological structures. Accordirg to this view, linguistics, with its

reliance on socially ard tr-istorically contingent linguistic data ard ldth its

'abstract' characterizations of these underlying realities, is ultim"tely to

future science of the biolory of cognition. For the tire biog,

subsurned

in

however,

lingrristics is to

some

be

push ahead, seeking 'deeper' and more abstract theoretical

characterizations, lyir€ at further arrd firrther reslove frorn the observable data of
langr.rage. This is irdeed an audaeious program of research that app€ars to

be

fashioned, to a very corrsiderable extent, on the nodel of the recent tristory of
firrrdamental physics. Wtr,atever the

internal difficulties with such a program, it should

be clear that the work surveyed here is of a coupletely different theoretical and
explanatory orientation; as Harris lras rernarked, "generality is not the same thing as

IL

abstraction."4L l,Iy remarks have been concerncd to

show

that in upholding the

of linguistic theory (as rnanifest in the prohibition of an external
Harris has not

depended on outmoded

autononryr

metalargr:age),

strictures of positivist metascience,

whether

against unobservables or in favor of the instrtrnentalist ctr,aracter of scientific

theories. Rather he tras pursued an explanatory account of language structure

consonanL

with the view of langr:age as a system, evolving through a contimral process of

institutionalization of usage, for transmission of information.42 As a product of
selective processes of social institutionalization, the uniqueness of language's
development

is reduced, and language's supposed 'rqystery' -- so long a source of lofty

speculation -- is correspondingly diminished. On this view, language is not, in any

interesting sense, located in the hunan genome tnrt is a shared social practice Inr
excellance, a point ttrat
langr:ages

seems

especially appropriate if we consider the particular

of the special sciences.

Language

corunrnicating neaning -- for there are

rrEury

is brt the

paramount means we have,

not of

non-linguistic or quasi-linguistie ways of

doing ttnt -- but of articulating, delimiting, arrd transmittirg mean-lng,

as

predication-struct'ured infonnation, between one individual or grouP ard a wider

cornn:rdty. Moreover, the very II€ans by which language manages to tcatr,St' inforrnation

is not something external to the langtrage itself h-rt is only the structure of
constraints, each one acting on another, governing its elements.

Hence

it follows that

the pattern existing in those social practices we ters a language, whether a natural
language as a whole

or particular uses of language in subject-matter specific dornains,

is one of infonnation.
1* Ihis paper is a slight revision of a lecture given on October 8, I99I. I would
like to ttranL the ar:ditors, ard in particular Professors B. Dreben and M. Gottfried,
for their cotments ard criticisms. l

41'Irrttodrr"tion, "
42 Lr
,107-r13.
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